Advances in Treatment of Painful Wounds
by Marc Alan Brenner, DPM, The Institute for Diabetic Foot Research

Wound management is one of the most common aspects of podiatric practice.

The etiology of the wound may vary from post-surgical, traumatic, or disease state progression but the treatment goal is the
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Once a wound has been assessed, debrided, cultured, and
photographed, a hydrogel type dressing is an excellent
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Frequently, pain as a result of trauma, particularly during the
dressing change procedure, has been described by patients
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injuries recommend prescribers should explore non opioid
medications and other modalities that can be used to
UHGXFHWKHQHHGIRURSLRLGPHGLFDWLRQXVH3 Many clinicians
use a topical anesthetic agent, lidocaine, to manage wound
pain during procedures such as debridement and dressing
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Though pain control is often the patients primary concern,
clinicians are more likely concerned with wound healing and
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$VWHUR™ is the new prescription hydrogel wound product in
WKHPDUNHW$VWHUR™, which contains the topical anesthetic
OLGRFDLQHLVVSHFLȴFDOO\IRUPXODWHGWRFUHDWHDPRLVWKHDOLQJ
environment, which promotes granulation, epithelialization,
and autolytic debridement, while providing prolonged
anesthesia of the wound, lessening the need for systemic
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the hydrogel in combination with Meadowsweet and Oak
Extract helps suppress the development of wound
infections, increasing wound healing rates and decreasing
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Oak extract has been studied for its ability to suppress
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continuation of this study, evaluating burn wounds, oak
extract was demonstrated to not only suppress bacterial
infection but increase the rate of healing, leading the
authors to suggest that the oak bark formulation can
enhance the migration of epidermal cells to accelerate
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was shown to be superior to silver sulfadiazine cream in
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$VWHUR™, available by prescription only, provides the clinician
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hydrogel containing Meadowsweet and Oak Extract create a
superior wound healing environment while the lidocaine
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Though this data supports the need for continued clinical
trials to better understand wound healing, podiatric practitioners now have a valuable new topical wound hydrogel to
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Accurate dosing.

• Ulcerations

– Stage I-IV Pressure
– Venous stasis
– Ulcerations caused by
mixed vascular
etiologies
– Diabetic skin

Onset of action in
3-5 minutes.

• First and second
degree burns
• Post-surgical incisions
• Cuts and abrasions
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